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Abstract: The effect of profile imperfections, like
axial index dip and layered structure in the inner
cladding, on the leakage loss of LP01 mode in
MCVD made single-mode DIC fibres is investi-
gated quantitatively through a Matrix approach.
The study reveals that these apparent profile
imperfections may greatly affect leakage loss coef-
ficients especially at longer wavelengths. A typical
example of the presence of a linear axial dip along
with ripples in the inner cladding is seen to
increase the leakage loss coefficient of the LP01

mode to 43.44 dB/km from a value of 0.25 dB/km
at 1.3 um in the absence of profile perturbation;
the corresponding figures at 1.6//m being
2.76 x 103 dB/km from 67.85 dB/km. However, if
the shape of the dip is such that the dip width
parameter q > 2, the leakage loss would not get
affected by these profile imperfections in practical
DIC fibres.

1 Introduction

The double-clad single-mode fibres with depressed index
cladding (DIC) are known to exhibit low dispersion over
a range of wavelengths and hence these fibres are attrac-
tive for applications in wavelength division multiplexed
optical fibre transmission systems [1]. These fibres also
offer wide flexibility in the choice of material composition
and fibre parameters (e.g. core diameter and relative core-
cladding refractive index difference) to minimise disper-
sion effects and bending related losses at a desired
wavelength in the 1.3-1.6 //m transmission window [2, 3].
However, one disadvantage of DIC fibres is that they
were found to exhibit high losses at long wavelengths [4,
5] attributable to the leaky nature of the fundamental
mode as its effective index fi/k0 falls below the outer-
cladding index at long wavelengths. Cohen et al. [3] have
studied leakage loss in DIC fibres and provided some
design guidelines to reduce long wavelength losses that
have been observed in experimental MCVD fibres having
fluorine-doped phosphosilicate inner cladding. In their
analysis they assumed an ideal step profile for the core
refractive index. However, in practice, the refractive index
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profile (RIP) of DIC fibres exhibits a layered structure in
the depressed inner cladding and an axial dip in the core
resulting from the depositon conditions encountered in
the MCVD process. These apparent imperfections are
reproducible features of the MCVD technology and sup-
posedly do not affect the fibre performance [1]. However,
no quantitative results are available. The aim of this
paper is to quantify the effect, if any, of such imperfec-
tions in RIP on the leakage loss of LP01 mode in DIC
fibres. Our study reveals that the presence of central dip
and ripples in the inner cladding could considerably
affect the leakage loss in the wavelength range of 1.3-
1.6 /an, especially in DIC fibres with wide depressed
index cladding of a type that corresponds to Fig. lc in
Reference 3 (i.e. A = 0) in which LP01 mode would be
leaky at all wavelengths. We have also repeated a similar
study for a more practical fibre profile [A # 0] which is
optimised for operation at 1.3 fim [1]. In such a fibre, the
presence of a linear dip is seen to greatly enhance the
leakage loss coefficient and therefore, efforts should be
made to reduce the extent of such a severe axial index dip
during fabrication in order to contain excessive loss at
the long wavelength region of the 1.3-1.6 ^m transmis-
sion window. Thus profile perturbations, which are
typical features of fibres made by the MCVD technology,
should be given due consideration in the design of DIC
fibres for low loss applications in wavelength division
multiplexed systems.

2 Theory

The typical RIP of an ideal DIC fibre is shown in Figs,
la and b; in the former case the fundamental mode
would be leaky at any wavelength while in the latter, the
mode will be leaky at a particular wavelength (and at all
wavelengths greater than this) for which /?//c0 of the mode
falls below the index n3. Leakage loss of LP01 mode in
such DIC fibres were first investigated by Cohen et al.
[3]. Recently Shenoy et al. [6] have reproduced the
results of Reference 3 with regard to the magnitude of
such leakage loss in DIC fibres through an alternative
approach. Their method essentially relied on an exten-
sion of the numerical technique for leaky and/or absorp-
tive planar waveguides reported by Ghatak et al.
involving multiplication of certain 2 x 2 matrices [7]. In
accordance with Reference 6, the scalar wave equation in
cylindrical co-ordinates can be converted into an equiva-
lent planar waveguide equation:

d2u(r)
[k2

on
2(r) - = 0 (1)
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where

2/j,\

k2 r2 (2)

n 2 -

tr

A'

1
leaky mode

The core RIP having an axial dip is assumed to be
describable through a power law profile [8]

n2(r) = n\[l - 25(1 - Rf] (4)

where n1 is the refractive index at the core edge, R( = r/a)
is the normalised core radius, a being the core radius, 5
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Fig. 2 Typical RIP of a practical DIC fibre fabricated by MCVD
technology

n3 = 1.4470, a = 4.0 fim, b/a = 6.0
A = 0.25%, - A ' = 0.12%
n, - n(R = 0) = (2/3) An, An = nt - n2

denotes dip height and 1 < q < oo defines the dip width.
In our calculation, we have taken nx — n(R = 0) =
(2/3)An, where An = nl — n2. We model the layered
structure at the inner cladding as a square wave ripple (as
shown in Fig. 3) of spatial wavelength (A = 2a/3) and

Fig. 1 Typical RIP of an ideal DIC fibre, A = (nt - «3)/n3,
- A ' = (n2 - «3) /n3

a LP 0 1 mode is leaky at all wavelengths
b LP 0 1 mode is leaky at particular wavlength X and for all wavelengths greater
than X

and u(r) = J(r)f(r),f(r) being the radial part of the modal
field and n(r) representing the fibre RIP. Eqn. 1 is identi-
cal to the equation satisfied by TE modes of a planar
waveguide defined by a refractive index distribution n(r)
and can be solved by treating r as a cartesian co-ordinate
with the boundary condition (as reported in Reference 6):

u(0) = M(OO) = 0 (3)

The divergence of h(r) (cf. eqn. 2) as r -* 0 can be over-
come by assuming h(r) to be constant in an ideal DIC
fibre at the layer closest to the fibre axis for which f(r)
would be nothing but zeroeth order Bessel's function [6].
However, in practice, the fibres fabricated by the MCVD
process yield RIPs that show deviations from an ideal
DIC profile. A typical example is shown in Fig. 2, which
is characterised by a layered structure in the depressed
cladding and an axial dip in the core RIP [1]. In such
fibres, having an axial dip, the fi/k0 value of the mode at
a particular wavelength may lie above the axial refractive
index of the fibre. In such a situation, the modal field
across the layer closest to the core axis would be
described by a zeroth order modified Bessel's function
[/0(r)] in contrast to Bessel's function assumed in Refer-
ence 6 for ideal DIC fibres. The function /0(r) remains
finite as r -> 0.

n d

in

Fig. 3 Model of effective RIP of a practical fibre for calculation of
leakage loss coefficient by Matrix method

each layer is assumed to be of width A/2; the ripple
amplitude is taken to be An/8. All these parameters
approximate the values that correspond to the RIP of a
typical DIC fibre made by MCVD technology as shown
in Fig. 2. The rest of the logistics in our calculation of
leakage loss in such fibres closely follows the method
reported in References 6 and 7. The h(r) is replaced by
a suitable number of homogeneous layers. For the cal-
culation of field amplitude in the jth layer, a plane wave
of amplitude E^ is assumed to be incident from the
highest refractive index region / for A = 0. In the case of
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A # 0 (Fig. Ib) a layer of high refractive index nF equal to
riy is introduced in region /. The thickness (£>) of the
resulting region between nl and n3 (dashed lines in Fig. 3)
is varied to check the convergence of fi/k0 at wavelengths
for which the fundamental mode of the fibre is not leaky.
The calculation then proceeds by scanning the excitation
efficiency rj(fi) = |£ JJ_1 /£j f |2 in the whole yS-space which
yields Lorentzians peaked at /?0 (corresponding to the /?
values of the quasi-modes [9]) and the FWHM of the
corresponding Lorentzian yields the leakage loss coeffi-
cient of the mode [6, 7]. It is well known that for fibres in
which the refractive index n(r) is smaller than the clad-
ding index n3 in any part of the core cross-section, the
LP01 mode can have a finite cut-off wavelength. The exis-
tence of a finite cut-off wavelength for the LP01 mode in
such a fibre requires that the following condition be
obeyed [10]:

f
Jo

[n{r) - «3]r dr < 0 (5)

which has been ensured all along in our calculations.

3 Results and discussions

To get a quantitative appreciation and comparison of the
results with those reported by Cohen et al. [3], by
assuming absence of any profile imperfections, we first
calculate the leakage loss of the fundamental mode for a
DIC fibre [3, 6] having nx = 1.4436 and n2 = 1.4364,
a = 3.75 ^m, b/a = 6.0, A = 0 and - A' = 0.5%. Results
are presented in Table 1. The second column in this Table
corresponds to wavelength dependence of the leakage
loss coefficient in an ideal DIC fibre devoid of any profile
perturbations as have been investigated by Cohen et al.
[3]. Calculations are then repeated for the cases of profile
perturbations, namely

(a) only the axial index dip
(b) only the ripples in the inner cladding
(c) presence of both the axial index dip and the ripples

in the cladding.

Since the shape of the dip could be quite arbitrary in the
MCVD technology, the calculation for the case c includes
dip width q( cf. eqn. 4) as a variable. It is apparent that
the presence of the axial dip and the layered structure in
the inner cladding can considerably increase the magni-
tude of the leakage loss coefficient of DIC fibres espe-
cially at longer wavelengths. If we consider individual
effects, it can be seen from columns 2-4 of Table 1 that
the effect is more pronounced for the axial dip as com-
pared to the ripples in the inner cladding. The combined
effects of dip and ripples are displayed in columns 5-8 of
Table 1. As a specific example, profile perturbation with
axial dip of q = 1 along with ripples in the inner cladding

increases the leakage loss coefficient to 43.44 dB/km from
a value of 0.25 dB/km (in the absence of any profile
perturbation) at X = 1.3 fim; the corresponding figures at
A = 1.6/mi being 2.76 x 103 dB/km in contrast to
67.85 dB/km in the absence of profile perturbations. It
may be worthwhile to point out here that the values for
loss coefficients in the absence of profile imperfections
match exactly to the ones reported by Cohen et al., and
this fact reconfirms the validity of the Matrix approach
[6, 7] to solve such problems. To check the effects of
profile perturbations on the conclusions reached by
Cohen et al. for an ideal fibre having A = 0 and b/a > 8.5
[3] we repeated the above calculations with b/a = 9.0 in
place of 6.0 by assuming a linear dip (i.e. q = 1, for which
the profile perturbations are seen to affect the leakage
loss most (cf. Table 1)) along with ripples in the inner
cladding. Results for this case are shown in the last
column of Table 1. As expected, it is apparent from
columns 5 and 9 that an increase of b/a to 9.0 from 6.0
greatly reduces the leakage loss coefficient at all wave-
lengths. However, in contrast to Cohen et al.'s [3] con-
clusion, namely, leakage loss being <0.1 dB/km at all
these wavelengths (for the case of b/a = 8.5 in an ideal
DIC fibre), our calculations show that, because of profile
perturbations, even for a relatively large b/a( = 9.0),
leakage loss is > 0.1 dB/km at wavelengths X > 1.4 fim
attaining a value of 3.75 dB/km at X = 1.6 fim.

The results for a more practical fibre like that shown
in Fig. 2 are presented in Table 2. The fibre parameters

Table 2: Leakage loss in a DIC fibre having A # 0, a = 4.0 /in
b/a = 6.0. 4 = [ (n, - n3)ln3] =0.25%. - A' = 1 (nx - n3)/n3]
0.12%

Leakage loss in dB/km

(1)
A (km)

(2) (3) (4)
dip + ripples —

q = 2 q = >

(5)

i = 20

1.30
1.40
1.50
1.55
1.60

no loss
60.406
1.7459 >
6.8001 >
2.8985 >

103

103

104

no loss
no loss
no loss
no loss
no loss

NO LOSS

for this case are [1]

n3 = 1.4470 a = 4.0 urn b/a = 6.0 /zm

A = = 0.25% A' = = 0.12%

It may be noted here that the parameter —A' corre-
sponds to AD of Reference 1. It is once again evident that
certain profile perturbations can considerably affect the
leakage loss coefficient of the fundamental mode espe-

Table 1

(1)
A (pm)

1.30
1.40
1.50
1.60

: Leakage loss of LPO1 mode in DIC fibre having A =

*

(2)
no dip
no ripples

0.254
2.160

13.79
67.85

(3)
only

; ripples

0.632
5.183
2.801 x i o 2

1.500 x 103

(4)
only dip

14.69
77.944

3.383 x
1.935 x

Leakage loss

-b/a

102

103

- 6 .0

(5)

9 = 1

43.44
2.163 x
8.365 x
2.762 x

= 0. - A '

in dB/km

102

102

103

(6)
dip +

5.88
35.05

1.638
6.308

= 0.5%

(7)
ripples

1.343
9.75

50.92
211.07

(8)

0.428
3.351

19.642
92.07

> b/a = 9.0

O)
dip + ripples
9 = 1

0.0042
0.0624
0.5819
3.751
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daily at long wavelengths. In particular, the loss coeffi-
cient increases to an enormous value of 6.8 x 103 dB/km
at X = 1.55 /an owing to profile perturbations by the
axial dip (with q = 1) and ripples in the inner cladding
from a value of almost no leakage loss predictable in the
absence of any profile perturbations. It may be seen from
subsequent columns of Table 2 that for any dip width
q > 2, the profile perturbations would not affect the
leakage loss coefficient in the entire wavelength range 1.3
to 1.6 fim. Since the guidance property of the fibre in
terms of relative closeness of the lowest order mode to
cut-off depends to some extent on the total amount of
refractive index in the core, it is conceivable that the
physical origin of the increase in leakage loss of the LP01

mode caused by a decrease in q could be attributed to the
corresponding net decrease in the total amount of index
in the core. Thus for practical WDM applications over
the wavelength range 1.3 to 1.6 fiva with DIC fibres,
efforts should always be made to avoid occurrence of a
linear axial dip (i.e. shape parameter q = 1) in our model
during fabrication of the fibre in order to overcome the
possibility of encountering excessive loss owing to the
leaky nature of the LP01 mode in DIC fibres at long
wavelengths {X > 1.35 /mi).

4 Conclusion

We have employed a Matrix method to evaluate the
leakage loss coefficient of LP01 mode in DIC fibres
having deviations from an ideal profile. These apparent
imperfections, namely the axial dip and ripples in the
inner cladding, are reproducible features of the MCVD
process of fabrication of DIC fibres. The results show
that these imperfections can considerably affect the
leakage loss coefficient at all wavelengths especially for a
linear dip having width parameter q = 1. The effect is
observed to be absent if q > 2. Thus, since in the MCVD
technology the shape of the axial dip could be quite arbi-
trary, efforts should be made in the fibre technology to
control the extent of the dip so as to avoid the formation
of any axial dip of width q = 1. The effect can also be
reduced by increasing the relative width of the inner clad-
ding, i.e. b/a to a large value. The results should be useful
to the designers of DIC fibres, especially in situations
demanding low transmission loss at all wavelengths in
the range 1.3-1.6 /on.
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